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ABSTRACT
CoRoT 223992193 is the only known low-mass, pre-main sequence eclipsing binary that shows evidence of a circumbinary disk. The
system displays complex photometric and spectroscopic variability over a range of timescales and wavelengths. Using two optical
CoRoT runs from 2008 and 2011/2012 (spanning 23 and 39 days), along with infrared Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm observations (spanning
21 and 29 days, and simultaneous with the second CoRoT run), we model the out-of-eclipse light curves, finding that the large
scale structure in both CoRoT light curves is consistent with the constructive and destructive interference of starspot signals at two
slightly different periods. Using the v sin i of both stars, we interpret this as the two stars having slightly different rotation periods: the
primary is consistent with synchronisation and the secondary rotates slightly supersynchronously. Comparison of the raw 2011/2012
light curve data to the residuals of our spot model in colour-magnitude space indicates additional contributions consistent with a
combination of variable dust emission and obscuration. There appears to be a tentative correlation between this additional variability
and the binary orbital phase, with the system displaying increases in its infrared flux around primary and secondary eclipse. We also
identify short-duration flux dips preceding secondary eclipse in all three CoRoT and Spitzer bands. We construct a model of the
inner regions of the binary and propose that these dips could be caused by partial occultation of the central binary by the accretion
stream onto the primary star. Analysis of 15 Hα profiles obtained with the FLAMES instrument on the Very Large Telescope reveal
an emission profile associated with each star. The majority of this is consistent with chromospheric emission but additional higher
velocity emission is also seen, which could be due to prominences. However, half of the secondary star’s emission profiles display full
widths at 10% intensity that could also be interpreted as having an accretion-related origin. In addition, simultaneous u and r-band
observations obtained with the MEGACam instrument on the Canada France Hawaii Telescope reveal a short-lived u-band excess
consistent with either an accretion hot spot or stellar flare. The photometric and spectroscopic variations are very complex but are
consistent with the picture of two active stars possibly undergoing non-steady, low-level accretion; the system’s very high inclination
provides a new view of such variability.
Key words. stars: binaries: eclipsing – stars: pre-main sequence – stars: individual: CoRoT 223992193 – open clusters and associa-
tions: individual (NGC 2264) – protoplanetary disks: circumbinary
1. Introduction
Classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) are young solar-type stars (M <
2M), which accrete material from their circumstellar disks.
They display both photometric and spectroscopic variability over
a range of timescales (from hours to years) and wavelengths
(from ultraviolet to infrared). This variability is inferred to result
from processes at and near the stellar surface and can be cate-
gorised into intrinsically stellar and accretion-related processes
(e.g. Bouvier et al. 2007; Cody et al. 2014). Weak-lined T Tauri
stars (WTTS) represent young systems that are not actively ac-
creting and display only stellar variability (e.g. Grankin et al.
2008).
Intrinsic stellar variations are caused by surface inhomo-
geneities arising from cool, magnetically active starspots, which
cause photometric and spectroscopic modulation due to the star’s
rotation. Accretion-related variations arise from the infall of ma-
terial from the circumstellar disk onto the star which, in the most
commonly accepted paradigm, is mediated by the stellar mag-
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netic field. Zeeman measurements indicate typical surface field
strengths of order a few kilogauss (e.g. Symington et al. 2005;
Donati et al. 2008), which is strong enough to disrupt the inner
disk flow at a few stellar radii, truncating the disk and funnelling
material towards the star along the magnetospheric field lines.
The structure and evolution of these accretion columns are gov-
erned by the field configuration, the inclination between the stel-
lar rotation and magnetic axes, and the mass accretion rate (Ro-
manova et al. 2003, 2008; Long et al. 2007, 2008). As material
approaches the stellar surface it reaches near free-fall velocities,
dissipating its kinetic energy in a shock at the stellar surface and
heating the immediate area.
In this context, an actively-accreting TTS could display pho-
tometric variability arising from cool and hot spot modula-
tion, changing mass accretion rates and variable extinction (e.g.
Venuti et al. 2015). Extinction can result from obscuration of
the central star by the inner disk wall, either due to a warp, as
in AA Tau-like objects (e.g. Bouvier et al. 1999; Fonseca et al.
2014), or possibly due to changing disk height (e.g. Flaherty &
Muzerolle 2010; Espaillat et al. 2011). Spectroscopically, such
a star would display variable permitted emission lines whose
profiles might show evidence of hot spots, accretion columns
and disk winds, and in a less well-ordered accretion framework,
emission from material in the stellar magnetosphere (Alencar
et al. 2012). High mass accretion rates can also drive stellar
winds and jets, which can be investigated through forbidden
emission line profiles (Shang et al. 2002).
TTS variability is ubiquitous and has been studied since their
discovery by Joy (1945). In recent decades, most ground-based
studies have focussed on optical and near-infrared (near-IR) pho-
tometry (e.g. Bouvier et al. 1993; Herbst et al. 1994; Makidon
et al. 2004; Grankin et al. 2007; Parks et al. 2014). Recent obser-
vations with the Spitzer Space Telescope and Herschel detected
flux variations in disk-bearing stars in the mid and far-IR (e.g.
Morales-Calderón et al. 2011; Espaillat et al. 2011; Billot et al.
2012). Combining the available data with advances in modelling
of the star-disk interaction and inner disk dynamics has furthered
our understanding of the underlying physics but has yet to un-
ambiguously distinguish between plausible physical scenarios,
in part due to the sparseness and non-simultaneity of the data
(Flaherty & Muzerolle 2010; Romanova et al. 2011, 2013).
Further progress may come from the ongoing YSOVAR
project (Young Stellar Object Variability; Morales-Calderón
et al. 2011; Rebull et al. 2014), which monitors a dozen young
clusters at high cadence with Spitzer/IRAC at 3.6 and 4.5 µm. In
addition, the recent Coordinated Synoptic Investigation of NGC
2264 (CSI 2264) comprises the most extensive continuous si-
multaneous multi-band photometric and spectroscopic dataset
ever compiled for a young star forming region. It is introduced
in detail in Cody et al. (2014) who analyse simultaneous opti-
cal CoRoT and IR Spitzer photometry of 162 disk bearing stars
to classify their variability into seven morphological variabil-
ity classes, which they argue represent different physical mech-
anisms and geometric effects. Surprisingly, they also find that
optical and IR variability is not correlated in the majority of
cases. Additional insights have come from analysing AA Tau
analogs and their cousins with deep, aperiodic flux dips (McGin-
nis et al. 2015), as well as a similar, but distinct, class of CTTS
that displays narrow, periodic flux dips (Stauffer et al. 2015).
Furthermore, a new morphological class of CTTS was reported
by Stauffer et al. (2014) whose light curves are dominated by
short-duration accretion bursts.
The vast majority of variability studies to date have focussed
on single T Tauri stars in clusters. As a significant fraction of
stars form in binaries or higher order systems (Duchêne & Kraus
2013) it is important to understand both the physical processes at
play and their effect on the system’s formation and early evolu-
tion. In well-separated, accreting binary systems one might ex-
pect individual circumstellar disks around each star, as well as
a circumbinary disk around both, separated by a region of very
low density, which arises from the transfer of angular momen-
tum from the binary to the circumbinary disk (Artymowicz &
Lubow 1994). Material streams through this central cavity from
the circumbinary disk onto the circumstellar disks, which in turn
accrete onto the stars (Artymowicz & Lubow 1996; Günther &
Kley 2002). One might therefore expect any of the aforemen-
tioned variability to be present for each star as well as additional
contributions from the accretion streams and the inner regions of
the circumbinary disk. In close-separation binaries substantial
circumstellar disks may be prohibited due to tidal truncation by
the other star (Paczynski 1977; Papaloizou & Pringle 1977) but
accretion can still take place via the accretion streams. Due to the
greater geometric complexity of binary systems, characterising
the physical origins of their variability is more challenging than
for single stars, and hence one needs well-characterised, bench-
mark systems to use as test-beds.
One such system is CoRoT 223992193, which is a low-mass,
pre-main sequence eclipsing binary (PMS EB) member of the
∼3 Myr old NGC 2264 star-forming region. It was discovered
during a 23 day observation of NGC 2264 by the CoRoT space
mission in 2008. An initial analysis, presenting the fundamen-
tal parameters of the two stars and modelling of the system’s
spectral energy distribution (SED) is given in Gillen et al. (2014,
hereafter Paper 1).
To briefly recap, the EB comprises two M dwarfs, which
have component masses of Mpri = 0.67 ± 0.01 and Msec =
0.495 ± 0.007 M, and corresponding radii of Rpri = 1.30 ± 0.04
and Rsec = 1.11+0.04−0.05 R. Their orbit is circular with a pe-
riod of 3.8745745 ± 0.0000014 days and constant separation
a = 10.92±0.06 R. Comparison with a selection of PMS stellar
evolution models indicate an apparent age of ∼4-5 Myr, consis-
tent with the age of the cluster (Paper 1; Stassun et al. 2014).
This system is particularly interesting because it shows evi-
dence for a circumbinary disk due to a mid-IR excess in its SED,
which is shown in Fig. 1 (reproduced from Fig. 13 of Paper 1
for clarity). Sung et al. (2009) classify the system as Class II/III
based on the Spitzer/IRAC magnitudes. The reader is directed
to section 4.5 of Paper 1 for a full discussion; here, we briefly
recap the salient points. We initially modelled the SED as the
sum of two naked stellar photospheres (Fig. 1, left panel) but
could not reproduce the slope of the SED in the Spitzer/IRAC
bands. Given the system’s youth, we tested whether this excess
could be due to extended dust emission in the vicinity of the two
stars. We found that the dynamics and geometry of the system
preclude large, stable circumstellar disks, and furthermore, we
require dust at cooler temperatures than would be expected in
these disks to explain the SED. We found that the mid-IR excess
is consistent with thermal emission from a small amount of dust
located in the central cavity of a circumbinary disk. In our sim-
ple model, this dust extends from ∼5 – 32 R with corresponding
temperatures of ∼1450 to 600 K (Fig. 1, right panel). For dust to
still be present in the cavity at ∼4 Myr requires replenishment
and we thereby inferred the presence of a circumbinary disk as
the most natural means of doing so. Unfortunately, the lack of
high resolution far-IR data meant we could only place relatively
weak upper limits on the circumbinary disk itself (limited by
the background nebulosity). A schematic representation of the
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Fig. 1. Spectral energy distribution of CoRoT 223992193 (cyan points) with upper limits in the far-infrared (cyan arrows). This figure is identical
to Fig. 13 of Gillen et al. (2014, Paper 1); it is reproduced here for clarity. Left: the grey line and magenta triangles show the best-fit model using
two naked stellar photospheres. Right: the black line and magenta triangles show the best-fit two naked photospheres model with a small amount
of hot dust in the inner cavity of the circumbinary disk. The stellar and hot dust terms are shown separately as the grey solid and dashed green
lines, respectively. Also shown for completeness, but not used in the fit, is the expected emission from a razor-thin circumbinary disk extending
down to 22 R (brown dot-dashed line), which is illuminated by the central star and heated by the gravitational potential energy released from
accretion with M˙ = 10−11 M yr−1.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the proposed system geometry,
showing distance from the centre of mass against height above the sys-
tem plane (z). This figure is identical to Fig. 14 of Gillen et al. (2014,
Paper 1); it is reproduced here for clarity. The primary and secondary
stars, along with their circumstellar disks (truncated to a third of the
binary separation), are shown in red and blue respectively (the circum-
stellar disks are shown for completeness but there is no direct evidence
for their presence). The sizes and separations of the two stars are to
scale. The circumbinary disk (brown) has its inner radius truncated at
twice the binary separation. The green dots indicate the general location
of dust lying within the inner cavity of the circumbinary disk, such as
one could expect to find in accretions streams.
proposed system geometry is shown in Fig. 2 (reproduced from
Fig. 14 of Paper 1).
Further circumstantial evidence for the circumbinary disk
hypothesis comes from the fact that the 2008 CoRoT light
curve displays large amplitude, rapidly evolving out-of-eclipse
(OOE) variations that are difficult to explain with simple star
spot models alone. Given the high inclination of the system
(i = 85.09+0.16−0.11 °) and the presence of dust in the cavity of the
circumbinary disk, we suggested the possibility that some of the
OOE variations seen in the light curve could be due to occulta-
tion of one or both stars by material located at the inner edge, or
in the central cavity, of the circumbinary disk.
CoRoT 223992193 is an ideal candidate for studying vari-
ability in a young, close-separation binary for two reasons: a)
the stellar properties and system geometry are known to a pre-
cision unattainable for non-eclipsing systems, and b) we have
obtained continuous simultaneous multi-band photometric and
spectroscopic observations (as part of CSI 2264), which allow
us to probe the variability over a range of timescales and wave-
lengths.
In this paper we address the following question: what are the
physical origins of both the photometric and spectroscopic vari-
ability seen in CoRoT 223992193. In section 2 we give details of
the photometric and spectroscopic observations. In section 3 we
model the multi-band light curves and discuss plausible physi-
cal origins for the different types of variability. In section 4 we
model the system’s Hα profiles and search for other emission
lines, and in section 5 we perform consistency checks between
the photometric and spectroscopic data. Finally, we present a
model of the inner regions of the binary and propose a possi-
ble scenario to explain the observed short-duration flux dips in
section 6, before concluding in section 7.
2. Observations
The NGC 2264 star forming region was observed by the CoRoT
space mission for 23 days in March 2008. Almost four years
later, it was re-observed by 15 ground and space-based tele-
scopes during December 2011 – March 2012 comprising the
CSI 2264 campaign. Here we focus on those observations rel-
evant to the characterisation of CoRoT 223992193.
In Paper 1 we characterised the stellar orbits and determined
the fundamental parameters using the 2008 CoRoT observations,
as well as spectroscopy obtained with the FLAMES multi-object
spectrograph on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) at Paranal,
Chile (obtained as part of CSI 2264) and the Intermediate dis-
persion Spectrograph and Imaging System (ISIS) on the William
Herschel Telescope situated on La Palma.
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In this paper we focus on the 2008 CoRoT observations
and selected CSI 2264 data to investigate the variability in
CoRoT 223992193. The CSI 2264 photometric observations pri-
marily consist of simultaneous CoRoT and Spitzer light curves.
We also use u and r-band observations taken with the Megacam
instrument on the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) sit-
uated on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, which were obtained the month af-
ter the 2011/2012 CoRoT/Spitzer dataset. The spectroscopic ob-
servations consist of optical VLT/FLAMES spectra (the same as
in Paper 1) and follow-up optical spectra taken with the Fibre-fed
Echelle Spectrograph (FIES; Frandsen & Lindberg 1999; Telting
et al. 2014) on the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), situated on
La Palma.
2.1. Photometry
CoRoT: The 2008 CoRoT observations spanned 23.4 days (7 –
31 March 2008; PI Favata) and comprised the first CoRoT short
run in the galactic anticentre direction (SRa01). The CSI 2264
CoRoT observations spanned 38.7 days (1 December 2011 – 9
January 2012; PI Micela) and comprised the fifth CoRoT short
run in the galactic anticentre direction (SRa05). CoRoT obser-
vations are conducted in a broad 370 – 1000 nm bandpass with
a standard cadence of 512 s, giving 3936 and 6528 photometric
data points for the 2008 and 2011/2012 runs, respectively1.
Spitzer: The CSI 2264 Spitzer/IRAC observations (PI
Stauffer) of CoRoT 223992193 were conducted in map-
ping mode with the 3.6 and 4.5 µm Warm Mission bands.
CoRoT 223992193 fell within the central IRAC mapping region
resulting in near-simultaneous photometry in both bands. The
observations spanned 23.5 days (8 December 2011 – 1 January
2012) for 3.6 µm and 28.7 days (3 December 2011 – 1 January
2012) for 4.5 µm, each with a cadence of ∼2 hours. Towards
the beginning of the campaign Spitzer operated in staring mode
for four blocks of ∼20 hours each. CoRoT 223992193 did not
fall within the observed region resulting in corresponding gaps
early on in the Spitzer light curves. Throughout the paper, Spitzer
fluxes are referred to as 3.6 and 4.5 µm and magnitudes as [3.6]
and [4.5].
CFHT: The CSI 2264 CFHT/MegaCam observations (PI
Bouvier) consisted of deep ugri mapping as well as u and r-
band monitoring of the entire NGC 2264 region over a 14 night
period (14 – 28 February 2012). On each monitoring night, the
region was repeatedly imaged with a temporal cadence ranging
from 20 mins to 1.5 hours. Each typical observing block con-
sisted of 5 r-band exposures followed by 5 u-band exposures,
each utilising a 5-step dithering pattern, with individual expo-
sure times of 3 and 60s, respectively. Observations conducted
in non-photometric conditions were discarded giving 38 u-band
and 43 r-band epochs spread over 11 nights within the two week
period.
The reader is directed to Paper 1 for further details on the
2008 CoRoT observations, to Cody et al. (2014) for detailed
overviews of the observing strategy, data reduction and light
curve production for the 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer obser-
vations, and similarly to Venuti et al. (2014) for the CFHT ob-
servations.
USNO: Near-IR Cousins I band monitoring of NGC 2264
was obtained with the USNO 40-inch telescope between 23
November 2011 – 8 March 2012 (PI Vrba). Data were not ob-
1 Roughly half way through the 2011/2012 run the onboard software
automatically changed to high cadence mode (32s); for this work, these
data were binned to the standard cadence.
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Fig. 3. CoRoT light curve from the 2008 observations. The out-of-
eclipse data is shown in black and the stellar eclipses in orange (P and
S indicate primary and secondary eclipses, respectively).
tained on all nights, but typically 5–20 images were acquired
on each observation night. Four fields were observed with the
2048×2048 “new2K” CCD, each 23×23 arcmin, with the one in-
cluding CoRoT 223992193 centred at RA = 6:41:31.7 and Dec
= +09:31:53. Exposure times were typically 300 seconds (al-
though they ranged between 30–900 seconds) and seeing ranged
from 1.5 to 8 arcsec. The data were reduced using standard
bias subtraction and flatfielding techniques (using dome flat-
field images). Differential photometry was then produced rela-
tive to seven bright, photometrically non-variable, cluster non-
members2. This process yielded 859 differential photometric
data points for CoRoT 223992193.
2.2. Spectroscopy
VLT / FLAMES: The CSI 2264 VLT/FLAMES observations
(GO program 088.C-0239(A); PI Alencar) consisted of 15
medium resolution optical spectra obtained over a ∼3 month pe-
riod (4 December 2011 – 24 February 2012), with both sparsely
and densely sampled time intervals. These spectra cover the
wavelength range ∼6440–6820Å with a resolving power R ∼
17 000. The reader is directed to Paper 1 for more details of
the reduction process (section 2.2) and an example full spectrum
(Fig. 5). In this work we focus exclusively on the broad, resolved
and highly variable Hα emission line.
NOT/FIES: We obtained one spectrum per night for three
consecutive nights (4–6 January 2013) on the 2.56-m NOT (PIs
Gandolfi and Deeg). The spectra cover the wavelength range
3630–7170 Å with a resolution R∼ 25 000. We followed the
same observing strategy as described in Gandolfi et al. (2013)
and reduced the data using standard IRAF and IDL routines. Due
to the relative faintness of CoRoT 223992193 (R=15.8), 1-hour
integration-time – under clear and good sky conditions – yielded
a S/N of 5-15 from Hβ to Hα. This is insufficient to properly
investigate the full range of emission lines in this object and per-
form any meaningful spectral analysis. We used the FIES spectra
to search for and classify additional optical emission lines (sec-
tion 4.3), and to estimate the projected rotational velocity (sec-
tion 5.1).
2 These targets displayed light curves constant to 1% or better and
lacked any evidence for cluster membership.
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Fig. 4. CoRoT and Spitzer light curves from the CSI 2264 campaign. Top three plots: optical CoRoT, IR Spitzer 3.6 µm and Spitzer 4.5 µm light
curves. The out-of-eclipse data is shown in black and the stellar eclipses in orange (P and S indicate primary and secondary eclipses, respectively).
To help guide the eye, grey lines join the out-of-eclipse data in the Spitzer bands. Bottom: CoRoT, 3.6 and 4.5 µm out-of-eclipse light curves
(without errors) over-plotted (black points, cyan triangles and magenta stars, respectively). All plots share common axes.
3. Photometric variability
3.1. Overall light curve morphology
3.1.1. 2008 CoRoT light curve
The 2008 CoRoT light curve is shown in Fig. 3 with the out-
of-eclipse (OOE) data in black and stellar eclipses in orange.
There are two apparent ‘regimes’ in the OOE variability: one
where small amplitude, short-timescale variations (SAVs) domi-
nate the structure (cf. rHJD3 ∼4536–4543), and one where large
amplitude, quasi-periodic variations (LAVs) dominate (cf. rHJD
∼4545–4557), but where the SAVs are still present.
3.1.2. Simultaneous 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer light
curves
The simultaneous optical and IR light curves obtained by CoRoT
and Spitzer during the 2011/2012 campaign confirm the long-
lived nature of the intriguing out-of-eclipse (OOE) variability
seen in 2008 (Fig. 3) and can help us investigate its physi-
cal origin(s). The top three plots of Fig. 4 show the CoRoT
and Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm light curves with the OOE data in
black and stellar eclipses in orange. The CoRoT light curve dis-
plays a similar morphology to that seen in 2008: small ampli-
tude, short-timescale variations (SAVs) dominate the structure
between rHJD ∼5900–5910 and between 5930–5936, and large
amplitude, quasi-periodic variations (LAVs) dominate between
rHJD ∼5910-5925, but again the SAVs are still present.
The light curve morphologies of the two IR Spitzer bands
appear to be dominated by the SAVs; the LAVs seen in the
CoRoT light curves have a reduced amplitude indicating a rel-
atively warm origin. The most striking common feature in all
three bands of the 2011/2012 dataset are short, sharp flux dips,
e.g. at rHJD ∼ 5910 and 5925, which occur just before secondary
eclipse (i.e. at multiples of the binary orbital period) and display
3 Reduced heliocentric julian date = HJD - 2450000
different colour signatures throughout the light curves. There are
also differences in behaviour, e.g. at rHJD ∼ 5926 the CoRoT
flux falls whereas both Spitzer fluxes rise. The complexity of the
observed variations suggests multiple origins.
3.1.3. CFHT light curves
Simultaneous u and r-band light curves obtained with
CFHT/Megacam the month after the 2011/2012 CoRoT/Spitzer
run (Fig. 5) show a short-lived u-band excess at rHJD ∼ 5974.
Perhaps the simplest interpretation of this is a stellar flare (e.g.
Fernández et al. 2004). However, given that we require dust in
the central cavity of the circumbinary disk to explain the SED it
is plausible that some of this material accretes onto one or both
stars. The u-band excess could therefore be explained as a short-
lived accretion hot spot resulting from accreting material heat-
ing the stellar surface upon impact. Due to the sparsely sampled
CFHT data it is difficult to differentiate between these two op-
tions from the shape of the u-band excess or to place meaningful
constraints on the frequency of such events, as we are insensitive
to many periods. Nonetheless, this opens up the possibility that
some of the variations in the CoRoT and Spitzer light curves
could be due to short-lived, and potentially recurring, hot spot
emission or to stellar flares. We recall that the system’s average
colours do not show a significant u-band excess (Paper 1, section
4.5), implying a low-to-negligible average accretion rate consis-
tent with the majority of the CFHT light curve.
It is important to note that the raw CFHT light curves con-
sist of short runs of 5 consecutive observations and these have
been binned using a weighted average to give each data point
seen in the figure. Hence, the three points indicating a u-band
excess are derived from 15 independent observations conducted
in photometric conditions.
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Fig. 5. CFHT u and r-band out-of-eclipse light curves (cyan circles and
magenta triangles, respectively). A short-lived u-band excess at rHJD ∼
5974 can clearly be seen, which could be due to either an accretion hot
spot or a stellar flare.
3.2. Spot model
Young, low-mass stars tend to be heavily spotted (e.g. Donati
et al. 2000) and can display photometric modulations not un-
like the LAV-dominated parts of the CoRoT light curves. How-
ever, changes in such modulations from starspot evolution tend
to occur smoothly on timescales of many days to weeks (e.g.
Roettenbacher et al. 2013), rather than the sudden morpholog-
ical changes we see at rHJD ∼ 4544 in the 2008 CoRoT light
curve (when the LAVs appear) and at rHJDs ∼ 5910 and 5930 in
the 2011/2012 CoRoT light curve (when the LAVs appear and
disappear, respectively).
Given that there are two stars in this system, both of which
are likely spotted, an appealing solution could be constructive
and destructive interference of starspot signals where different
active regions have slightly different periods. This could arise
due to either different stellar rotation periods (the system is
young and not necessarily synchronised) or, even if the stars
are synchronised, different latitudes (differential rotation)4. We
therefore sought to understand how much of the large scale
structure in the CoRoT and Spitzer OOE light curves could
be attributed to the constructive and destructive interference of
starspot signals.
We set up a simple two-spot model following the formalism
of Dorren (1987). Due to the well known degeneracy of spot
models we allow only two starspots and opt for a single spot on
each star rather than two spots on one star5. Before modelling the
data we need to: a) determine the flux contributions of each star
in each band, b) determine the flux ratios between the spotted
and unspotted stellar photospheres and c) mask variations that
are clearly not due to spot modulation:
a) the observed flux in each band is the sum of the stellar
and dust components. Our SED modelling indicated that the dust
contributes negligible flux in the CoRoT band but makes up a
significant fraction at 3.6 and 4.5 µm. The stellar flux fractions
are 0.62, 0.41 and 0.34 for the primary star in the CoRoT, Spitzer
4 For the latter case, starspots on the same star would be indistinguish-
able from spots on two stars.
5 Note that these spots should more realistically be seen as a group of
many small spots covering a large fraction of the stellar surface around
the specified location.
3.6 and 4.5 µm bands respectively, and 0.38, 0.25 and 0.21 in
turn for the secondary.
b) we determine flux ratios using PHOENIX model spec-
tra (Husser et al. 2013) with a surface gravity of log g = 4.0
and assuming unspotted stellar temperatures of Tpri = 3700 K
and Tsec = 3600 K (as determined in Paper 1). Limb darkening
(LD) coefficients for each band were estimated from Claret et al.
(2012) assuming the above parameters and solar metallicity (the
closest available to the cluster metallicity; King et al. 2000).
c) visual examination of the light curves revealed variations
which clearly could not be explained by starspot modulation,
based on the sharpness and amplitude of their features and/or
their colour signatures; these data were masked when fitting the
light curves. It was difficult to unambiguously identify such vari-
ations in the 2008 CoRoT light curve but was much easier in the
2011/2012 light curves due to the three colour bands. We note
that the regions of the light curves satisfying these criteria in the
2011/2012 dataset occur just before secondary eclipse (i.e. sep-
arated by multiples of the EB orbital period), which could give
clues as to their origin (we discuss this further in section 6).
We then modelled the 2008 CoRoT light curve and simulta-
neously modelled the 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5
µm light curves using the Affine Invariant Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method as implemented in emcee (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013), stepping through the parameter space
50 000 times with each of 192 ‘walkers’ in both cases. The first
25 000 steps were discarded as ‘burn in’ and parameter distribu-
tions derived from the remainder. The parameters of the fit were
the size (α), temperature (Tspot), latitude (δ), longitude (φ0) and
rotational period (Prot) of each spot, as well as individual zero
points (Fmax) and jitter terms (σ) for each light curve to account
for different relative offsets and the fact that the variations are
more complicated than a simple two spot model, respectively. In
test runs, the individual ‘walkers’ of the MCMC were initialised
uniformly from a reasonable section of the parameter space util-
ising a latin hypercube approach to ensure unbiased start points
(e.g. McKay et al. 1979); this is a useful approach is cases where
the likelihood space is complex. The final runs were initialised
from a smaller section of the parameter space based on the pos-
terior distributions of parameters from the test runs, again using
a latin hypercube approach.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of fitting the OOE light
curves with the two-spot model (cyan) in each band. Vertically
offset are the individual spot models (red dashed and blue dot-
dashed for spots on the primary and secondary stars, respec-
tively) and the residuals. The masked data points, which were
not used in the fit, are shown in orange. We construct the two-
spot model plotted in the figures (cyan) by marginalising over
the parameters of the fit, i.e. we take the mean of 200 spot light
curves drawn from the converged MCMC walkers (selected in-
dividual spot light curves are shown in grey).
The majority of the large scale structure in both CoRoT light
curves can be reproduced by the constructive and destructive in-
terference of starspot signals (Fig. 6 and 7, top plot). There are
however differences: in the 2008 CoRoT light curve these are
most notable in the first half of the light curve as the fit is driven
by the sinusoidal modulations in the second half; some of the
differences could therefore result from spot evolution, as this is
not incorporated in our model. In the 2011/2012 light curves the
most obvious discrepancy is seen around rHJD ∼ 5920-5928, but
given the amplitude of the flux drop around rHJD ∼ 5925 in all
three bands, these variations may not be dominated by spot mod-
ulation. An alternative explanation could again be spot evolution;
the CoRoT light curve spans ∼40 days so significant evolution
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Fig. 6. Out-of-eclipse 2008 CoRoT light curve (black) with the two-
spot model (cyan) and individual light curve draws from the converged
MCMC walkers (grey). Vertically offset are the individual spot models
for the primary and secondary stars (red dashed and blue dot-dashed
lines, respectively) and the residuals (grey).
is possible. Indeed, the spot signals in the 2008 and 2011/2012
CoRoT light curves are not in phase, presumably also due to
spot evolution. A more flexible method to model the signatures
of starspots would be to use Gaussian processes (Rasmussen &
Williams 2006; Paper 1) as these would naturally capture any
starspot evolution. It is important to note however that such an
approach does not yield the physical parameters of the spots
themselves, rather it gives an overall representation of their ef-
fect on the light curve6.
The parameter values and uncertainties for our simple two-
spot models for both the 2008 and 2011/2012 runs are given
in Table 1. In both cases we find that the solution converges
on periods of ∼3.8–3.9 days for one spot and ∼3.3–3.4 days
for the other. Both models also favour one large and one small
spot at mid-to-high latitudes. The spot sizes, and hence overall
spot coverages, are consistent with previous photometric stud-
ies of T Tauri stars (e.g. Grankin 1998) as well as analyses of
optical TiO absorption bands and radius excesses in low-mass
stars (e.g O’Neal et al. 1998, 2004; Jackson et al. 2009; Jackson
& Jeffries 2013, 2014). We also see clear evidence of the well-
known degeneracy between the spot size and temperature in the
converged MCMC distributions and advise caution when inter-
preting the values for these parameters: while the quoted values
capture something of the magnitude of the uncertainty they do
not reflect the complexity of the correlation. We repeated our
spot model analysis with different start points for each MCMC
‘walker’ to assess the sensitivity of our solution to our initial po-
sitions: the model converges on parameter values comfortably
within the uncertainties quoted in Table 1 in all cases. In addi-
tion to our spot analysis, we also inspected the power spectra of
the CoRoT SRa01 and SRa05 OOE light curves and resolve the
two rotation periods in both cases, finding consistent values to
our spot model.
Both the 2008 and 2011/2012 models find similar spot pe-
riods (3.9 and 3.4 days, and 3.8 and 3.3 days, respectively). If
we are sensitive to spots on one star only, this suggests active
6 We considered modelling each of the CoRoT and Spitzer light curves
as the sum of two different Gaussian processes (GPs), which have dif-
ferent covariance properties to disentangle the spot and ‘non-spot’ con-
tributions, but this would not directly yield a solution for each star indi-
vidually.
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Fig. 7. Top: out-of-eclipse 2011/2012 CoRoT light curve (black) with
the two-spot model (cyan) and individual light curve draws from the
converged MCMC walkers (grey). Data masked in in the fit are shown
by orange points. Vertically offset are the individual spot models for the
primary and secondary stars (red dashed and blue dot-dashed, respec-
tively) and the residuals (grey). Middle and bottom: as above for Spitzer
3.6 and 4.5 µm, respectively. All plots share common axes.
latitudes that are quasi-stable over many years. However, as both
stars are likely heavily spotted we are probably retrieving sig-
natures from both (i.e. each spot in our model attempts to rep-
resent the global spot contribution to the light curves from that
star). This would suggest slightly different rotation periods for
the two stars: one close to or at the binary orbital period (pos-
sibly signifying synchronisation) and the other rotating slightly
faster. Given the possibility of differential rotation and the sim-
plified nature of our model we refrain from making a more quan-
titative statement here, but return to this point in section 5 where
we determine the v sin i of both stars finding consistent rotation
periods to our spot model.
To assess the validity of our model we compute a simple
statistic, namely the ratio of the root mean square of the residuals
to that of the raw data: r.m.s(residuals)/r.m.s(raw data). For the
2008 and 2011/2012 CoRoT light curves we find values of 0.54
and 0.69, respectively which, given the simplified nature of the
model, validates the underlying prescription, i.e. the large scale
structure in the optical CoRoT light curves can arise from the
constructive and destructive interference of starspot signals at
two slightly different periods. The Spitzer light curves, however,
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are significantly less well fit, having values of 0.94 and 0.97 for
the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands, respectively. The spot model is not
validated in the Spitzer bands for three reasons: the two stars
only contribute 66 and 55% of the flux in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm
bands, respectively (the remaining flux comes from the dust in
the cavity); starspots are expected to have a reduced effect in the
IR; and extra sources of variability arising from processes near,
but not at, the stellar surface are expected to significantly affect
these bands (Morales-Calderón et al. 2011; Cody et al. 2014;
Rebull et al. 2014).
3.2.1. Colour curves
Although the spot models appear to broadly reproduce the struc-
ture in the CoRoT light curves they are not able to reproduce
the Spitzer bands, as expected and as discussed in section 3.2.
To confirm the validity of our model we constructed colour vs.
time plots (colour curves) to investigate the colour signatures be-
tween the different bands in the 2011/2012 dataset. Fig. 8 shows
the three colour curves (CoRoT – [3.6], CoRoT – [4.5] and [3.6]
– [4.5]; top to bottom) with the spot model in cyan and residu-
als immediately below. The colours are calculated from relative
magnitudes (rather than relative fluxes as used in the spot mod-
elling) and hence we denote the Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands as
[3.6] and [4.5], following convention. For both CoRoT–Spitzer
colour curves, each data point was calculated by binning the
CoRoT data in a short time period around each Spitzer obser-
vation.
The most obvious colour signatures are seen in CoRoT –
[4.5] (middle plot) as they are the most widely separated band-
passes. Between rHJD ∼ 5912–5920, when the LAVs dominate
the CoRoT light curve, the spot model adequately reproduces
the colour signatures (given the simplified nature of the model);
this is also true for the corresponding CoRoT – [3.6] variations.
There are two times when the spot model does not reproduce
the CoRoT–[4.5] colour variations: a) at rHJD ∼ 5905–5907 the
colour is significantly redder than the spot model predicts but this
is due to an increase in the 4.5 µm flux, which is not matched in
the CoRoT band, i.e. it does not appear to be due to spots, and b)
at rHJDs between ∼ 5920–5928 when the system becomes first
redder and then significantly bluer. The initial reddening is also
seen in the CoRoT–[3.6] colour but not the subsequent change
towards the blue; the latter appears to be due to a dip in the 4.5
µm light curve that is only partially reproduced in the CoRoT
and 3.6 µm bands; again clearly not due to spots.
From the residuals of the spot model in both flux and colour
spaces it is clear that there is extra variability present that is not
well described by starspots, even accounting for their evolution.
The question now becomes: what is the physical origin of this
additional variability?
3.3. Colour–magnitude space
Colour-magnitude diagrams remove the temporal element and
show how the variations in the three light curves behave as com-
plete sets. Fig. 9 shows colour-magnitude plots for the different
2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer combinations both before and
after our spot modelling (top and bottom rows, respectively)7.
Black points indicate photometry used in the spot modelling and
orange triangles represent the masked regions. The coloured ar-
rows indicate the directions along which the data should lie for
7 We also constructed magnitude-magnitude plots and colour-colour
plots but found the colour-magnitude space to be more informative.
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Fig. 8. CoRoT and Spitzer colour vs. time relations. Top-to-Bottom:
CoRoT–[3.6], CoRoT–[4.5] and [3.6]–[4.5], with residuals immediately
below in each case. Black points show data used in the spot modelling,
orange points indicate data that was masked in the fit and the cyan line
represents the colour signature of the spot model. All colour-time re-
lations display quasi-sinusoidal variations, which can most clearly be
seen comparing the widely separated bandpasses of the CoRoT-[4.5]
colour space. All plots share common axes.
different sources of variability. In the top plots, blue, red and
green arrows represent starspots (cold spots), hot spots and dust
emission, respectively.
To calculate the cold and hot spot arrows we approximate the
two stars with a single star that has luminosity L? = L1+L2, tem-
perature T? such that σT 4? = L1/(4piR
2
1) + L2/(4piR
2
2) and radius
R? such that σT 4? = L?/(4piR
2
?). As with the spot modelling, we
then estimate the amount of flux in each band as the sum of the
stellar and dust components and simulate the effect of cold and
hot spots by substituting a fraction of the stellar flux with emis-
sion of the relevant photospheric temperature. The size and tem-
perature of these spots were determined by fitting the amplitudes
of the LAVs in the 2011/2012 CoRoT light curve (where the stars
contribute all the flux). For the cold spot, we select a temperature
of Tcs = 3000 K covering 13% of the stellar photosphere and for
the hot spot, we select a temperature of Ths = 5000 K covering
2% of the stellar photosphere. The exact values are unimportant
as long as they are reasonable8.
8 Changing the spot parameters by over 1000K, for example, has little
effect on the direction of the arrows.
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Table 1. Parameters of the two-spot model for the 2008 CoRoT light curve (top) and the 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer observations (bottom).
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
2008 CoRoT observations
Primary Secondary
Radius α ° 93 +20−19 40.4
+6.3
−2.6
Latitude δ ° 83.2 +1.0−2.1 63.0
+2.5
−4.2
Longitude φ0 ° 20.8 +3.5−3.0 165.2
+2.4
−2.2
Rotational period Prot days 3.912 +0.018−0.015 3.4249
+0.0060
−0.0061
Temperature Tspot K 2670 +315−260 2790
+395
−330
Maximum flux * Fmax 1.342 +0.086−0.126
Jitter term σ 0.01975 +0.00030−0.00031
2011 / 2012 CoRoT and Spitzer 3.6 & 4.5 µm observations
Primary Secondary
Radius α ° 26.1 +3.2−2.1 122.3
+7.5
−20.5
Latitude δ ° 69.5 +2.8−2.9 73.2
+8.3
−6.9
Longitude φ0 ° 194.9 +4.1−4.1 248.9
+7.5
−7.5
Rotational period Prot days 3.8139 +0.0080−0.0074 3.311
+0.011
−0.011
Temperature Tspot K 2720 +394−290 3370
+100
−286
CoRoT 3.6 µm 4.5 µm
Maximum flux * Fmax 1.105 +0.069−0.034 1.045
+0.029
−0.012 1.0416
+0.0235
−0.0094
Jitter term σ 0.01488 +0.00034−0.00035 0.0208
+0.0016
−0.0014 0.0238
+0.0017
−0.0016
* From an unspotted photosphere.
The green arrows were calculated by varying a fraction of the
dust required to explain the SED. Variations in this dust emis-
sion could result from: variable amounts of dust in the cavity;
variable obscuration of dust by one or both stars, or by the inner
edge of the circumbinary disk; or even variable accretion, and
hence variable amounts of dust at the temperatures required to
strongly emit in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands. We require a variable
dust fraction of . 0.25 to fit the amplitude of the variations in
the Spitzer 4.5 µm band. This may seem high but it is important
to note that this is an upper limit as it is relative to the mini-
mum mass of dust required to fit the SED. If there is more dust
in the cavity, the required variable dust fraction would decrease
substantially.
The CoRoT vs. CoRoT-[3.6] and CoRoT vs. CoRoT-[4.5]
raw colour-magnitude plots (top left and top middle, respec-
tively) show that the amplitude and general direction of the vari-
ations (black points) can be explained through either cold or hot
spot modulation, but that there is significant scatter above the
formal uncertainties (indicated in the bottom left of each panel)
that is consistent with variable dust emission. Conversely, in the
[3.6] vs [3.6]-[4.5] plane, neither cold/hot spots nor dust emis-
sion can be the dominant source of the OOE variations. It is
important to note however that these bands are very close in
wavelength and hence caution should be exercised when infer-
ring trends, unless they are caused by processes that are sensi-
tive to this small difference, e.g. emitting at a temperature whose
black-body peak occurs at a wavelength comparable to 3.6 or 4.5
µm.
Comparing the top row of plots (raw light curves) to the bot-
tom row (residuals of the spot modelling) for CoRoT vs. CoRoT-
[3.6] and CoRoT vs. CoRoT-[4.5], we see that the spread in
the black points (those which could be due to spots) in the y-
direction has decreased, indicating that the contribution from
starspots has been substantially reduced. Note that it will not
have been fully removed due to the simplified nature of our
model. The colour spread is only slightly reduced, shown by
a decrease in r.m.s. scatter of only 16% for both CoRoT vs.
CoRoT-[3.6] and CoRoT vs. CoRoT-[4.5]) suggesting that it is
not primarily caused by spots, but it is consistent with variable
dust emission. However, there are significant variations from the
dust emission trend below the median flux, primarily from the
masked data (orange triangles), which correspond to short, sharp
flux dips. These variations are not consistent with either starspots
(due to the sharpness of their features and their colours) or dust
emission, but are more likely to be caused by dust obscuration.
We indicate the direction of small and large dust grain ob-
scuration in the residual plots with the magenta and cyan ar-
rows, respectively. For small dust grains, we assume an inter-
stellar extinction law, following Schlegel et al. (1998) and Inde-
betouw et al. (2005), approximating the CoRoT bandpass with
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the r-band. Obscuration by large dust grains (> 4.5 µm) show
grey colour variations and are therefore vertical in all colour-
magnitude planes. The amplitudes of the magenta and cyan ar-
rows correspond to obscuring ∼10% of the system flux. The true
dust grain size distribution in this system will undoubtedly be
complex; here we simply aim to ‘bracket’ plausible directions
for dust obscuration effects with the arrows for small and large
dust grains. The spread in the residual data below the median is
consistent with obscuration by any scale mixture of dust grain
sizes.
3.4. Stability of spots
To investigate the stability of the out-of-eclipse variability over
an extended time period, we compared our spot model derived
from the 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer observations to data ob-
tained with the USNO 40-inch telescope and CFHT observations
(Fig. 10). The USNO dataset (red squares) spans 106 days (rHJD
∼ 5888–5994) and encompasses the 2011/2012 CoRoT observa-
tions (black points). To vertically align the USNO and CoRoT
datasets we calculated the offset between individual observations
taken during the CoRoT run and subtracted off the mean. The
USNO data is a reasonable match to the CoRoT data during the
common time period, although there are some discrepancies, e.g.
rHJD ∼ 5920, where the USNO data appears to more closely fol-
low the Spitzer trend (note: the Spitzer light curves are not shown
for clarity). Beyond the CoRoT dataset the spot model does not
appear to closely match the USNO or CFHT (blue and green) ob-
servations. This could be due to spot evolution, which is almost
certainly present to some degree given the time period covered.
We note, however, that the apparent agreement of our model and
the USNO and CFHT data is very sensitive to the spot periods:
adjusting these slightly, yet remaining within their uncertainties,
allows us to obtain a better agreement than shown here but sig-
nificant discrepancies still exist, which we attribute to spot evo-
lution and additional variability, as previously discussed.
4. Spectroscopic variability: emission line profiles
4.1. Hα
In a young stellar system the Hα profile can originate from either
the star itself, i.e. from magnetically active regions in the chro-
mosphere, or from accretion-related processes. The latter can oc-
cur through either simple or complex accretion structures.
The VLT/FLAMES Hα profiles are shown in Fig. 11 (or-
dered in binary orbital phase; indicated in the top right of each
subplot). The Hα feature consists of a 3-component emission
profile: a central, narrow, static, nebular component, and two
components with varying width, velocity and intensity. The ve-
locities of these two components relative to the centre of mass of
the system appear to vary in phase with the mean radial veloci-
ties of the two stars (indicated by the red and blue dashed lines
for the primary and secondary, respectively), but often slightly
exceed the latter.
The simplest explanation for the stellar emission components
is chromospheric emission. In previous studies of single T Tauri
stars where strong accretion signatures are absent, Hα emission
profiles have been decomposed into narrow and broad Gaus-
sian structures (e.g. Hatzes 1995; Skelly et al. 2009). The nar-
row component is commonly attributed to the chromosphere but
the broad component is the subject of more speculation: Petrov
et al. (1994) suggest the broader wings could arise from the cir-
cumstellar gas environment whereas Hatzes (1995) tentatively
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Fig. 11. 15 VLT/FLAMES Hα profiles ordered in phase throughout the
binary orbit (phase and rHJD indicated in each subplot). The spectra
(black) are modelled as the sum of three Gaussians (magenta). In each
case, the central, narrow, static Gaussian (green) is nebula emission and
the varying red dashed and blue dot-dashed Gaussians correspond to
emission associated with the primary and secondary stars, respectively.
The vertical dotted red and blue lines indicate the radial velocities of
the primary and secondary stars respectively, at the time of observation.
Vertically offset below are the residuals of the model in grey. In two pro-
files, phases 0.594 and 0.882, additional Gaussians (yellow) are present
to account for spikes, which we attribute to cosmic rays.
propose large-scale mass motions or winds in the chromosphere,
and both Jones et al. (1996) and Fernández et al. (2004) favour
‘microflaring’, i.e. small flares that cannot be individually re-
solved (although they ruled out the circumstellar gas environ-
ment hypothesis due to the absence of IR excesses in their sys-
tems).
In CoRoT 223992193, it is not obvious that the stellar emis-
sion components can be decomposed into narrow and broad
structures in the majority of profiles. We therefore seek to ex-
plain the Hα feature as the sum of three Gaussians: one for the
central nebula emission (green) and one each for the two stellar
components (red dashed and blue dot-dashed for the primary and
secondary stars, respectively). We first subtract off a rotationally
broadened absorption spectrum for the two stars (e.g. Gray 1992;
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Fig. 9. Colour-magnitude diagrams. Top row, left to right: raw light curve data (black points) in the CoRoT vs CoRoT–[3.6], CoRoT vs CoRoT–
[4.5] and [3.6] vs [3.6]–[4.5] spaces. Data masked in the spot modelling are shown by the orange triangles. Coloured arrows show the effects of
different types of variability: cold spots (blue), hot spots (red) and dust emission (green). Grey arrows indicate the direction of interstellar dust
extinction. Bottom row, left to right: same as for the top row but showing the residuals of the spot modelling. Magenta and cyan arrows indicate the
effects of obscuration by small and large dust grains, respectively. The error bar in the bottom left corner of each subplot shows a representative
uncertainty for each data point. All plots share common axes.
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Fig. 10. Out-of-eclipse light curves from CoRoT (2011/2012 run), USNO and CFHT (u and r-band) spanning 120 days (black points, red squares,
blue circles and green triangles, respectively). For clarity, the Spitzer light curves are not shown. Our two-spot model, derived from fitting the
simultaneous 2011/2012 CoRoT and Sptizer light curves, is shown in cyan and extended across the entire period of observations. For clarity, we
only show USNO and CFHT data with uncertainties less than 0.015.
Bouvier 2013). We use solar-metallicity PHOENIX model spec-
tra (Husser et al. 2013), selecting temperatures of 3700 and 3600
K for the primary and secondary stars, respectively, and a log g
of 4.0 for both (see Paper 1 for the determination of these val-
ues). The rotation periods inferred from our spot modelling im-
ply v sin i values in the range ∼14–20 km s−1 for the two stars. In
addition, the peaks in the cross-correlation functions used to de-
rive the stellar orbits in Paper 1 were not obviously rotationally
broadened with respect to the spectrograph’s intrinsic resolution
(∼17 km s−1). We therefore set v sin i for both the primary and
secondary stars to the spectrograph’s resolution, i.e. 17 km s−1.
We note that at the temperatures and surface gravities expected
for CoRoT 223992193, the Hα absorption profile is very weak
and so subtracting off rotationally broadened absorption lines
has very little effect on the shape of the observed profile.
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We modelled all Hα profiles simultaneously using emcee,
stepping through the parameter space 20 000 times with each of
300 ‘walkers’ (the first 10 000 steps were discarded as ‘burn in’
and parameter distributions derived from the remainder). Mod-
elling all profiles simultaneously allows certain parameters to be
jointly fit for: we fix the velocity and width of the nebula com-
ponent across all profiles as we expect these to be constant but
allow the amplitude to vary because it is dependent on the contin-
uum stellar flux level, which changes depending on how accurate
the pointing was, i.e. how much of the total system flux reached
the detector through the fibre-fed spectrograph. In addition, we
fix the widths of the two stellar Gaussians as it is not clear that
they vary substantially between profiles (we later relax this as-
sumption). All other parameters were allowed to vary freely. In
two profiles (phases 0.594 and 0.882) additional spikes are visi-
ble, which we attribute to cosmic rays; these were incorporated
into the fit using extra Gaussians (yellow) but are not discussed
further. The parameters of the fit are reported in Table 2.
Within our framework, we find that the model typically con-
verges with half the stellar components best fit by Gaussians cen-
tred at velocities close to the stellar RVs and the other half at ve-
locities ∼10 and 20 km s−1 above (i.e. outside the stellar orbits)
for the primary and secondary stars, respectively (see columns
6 and 9 of Table 2). Given our upper limits on the v sin i of
the two stars (∼19 km s−1; see section 5.1), this is consistent
with the emitting region being located on the surface of each
star. Some profiles are very well explained by a simple three
Gaussian model, e.g. phases 0.628 and 0.880, and the rest are
reasonably well explained but some display evidence of extra
emission at higher velocities than the stellar RVs, most notably
at phases of 0.362 and 0.663, and occasionally non-Gaussian
stellar peaks (e.g. phase = 0.700). We note that the ampli-
tudes of the central stellar emission generally correlate with the
strength of the higher velocity emission, e.g. phase = 0.331 and
0.663. Perhaps the simplest interpretation of the higher veloc-
ity emission is prominences, i.e. partially-ionised, magnetically-
supported plasma structures existing above the chromospheres
(e.g. Donati et al. 1999).
Given the presence of higher velocity emission, we modelled
the profiles again allowing the widths of the stellar Gaussians to
vary but constraining their central velocities to the stellar RVs
(using Gaussian priors with standard deviations of 1 km s−1).
This avoided some of the secondary emission being fit by the pri-
mary Gaussian and vice versa). We then determined estimates of
the full widths at 10% intensity (FW10) for both stellar compo-
nents and find that they vary between ∼150 – 500 km s−1. Seven
of the 15 profiles are best fit with secondary widths >270 km s−1,
which is generally interpreted as indicating accretion (White &
Basri 2003). The higher velocity emission could therefore be ev-
idence for non-steady, low-level accretion, which might be ex-
pected given the presence of dust in the central cavity and the
short-lived u-band excess in the CFHT light curves. It is impor-
tant to note, however, that chromospheric emission would still be
present in such a scenario and so each stellar component should
be modelled with a narrow and broad Gaussian, rather than a
single Gaussian only. The quoted FW10s therefore are not rep-
resentative of any individual component but rather the general
contribution from each star to the composite profile. We opted
not to model the Hα profiles with a 5-Gaussian model as any
results would still be ambiguous. We investigate the relationship
between FW10 and binary orbital phase, sometimes seen in other
young accreting binary systems, in section 5.4.
In some single T Tauri systems, such as AA Tau (Bouvier
et al. 2007), the Hα profiles can be decomposed into simple
Gaussian components representing different parts of the accre-
tion flow (hot spots, accretion columns and winds). In others,
such as V2129 Oph (Alencar et al. 2012), this is not possi-
ble but the profiles can be explained by emission from accret-
ing material in the stellar magnetospheres, whose variability is
driven by the rotational modulation of non-axisymmetric multi-
polar components of the stellar magnetic fields. In this latter sce-
nario, the observed stellar emission profiles could be explained
using radiative transfer models based on the accretion flow struc-
ture generated through three-dimensional magnetohydrodynam-
ical (3D MHD) simulations. Such models could explain both the
higher velocity emission and the variable peak shapes. However,
to draw meaningful conclusions from this type of analysis one
needs a priori knowledge of the stellar magnetic field configu-
rations and strengths, which we do not have. We therefore see
this as a potential option for future work. Given the complexity
of the problem one would also certainly need multiple observa-
tional constraints, i.e. multiple emission lines observed simulta-
neously (particularly from different series of the same element,
sharing a common upper level) to break the degeneracy between
chromospheric and different accretion signatures.
We conclude that the majority of the Hα profiles are con-
sistent with chromospheric emission. Higher velocity emission
is sometimes evident, which could be due to prominences above
the stellar chromospheres or, given the velocities involved, could
alternatively indicate low-level, non-steady accretion. Accreting
binaries typically show Hα profiles that are indistinguishable
from those of single stars (see e.g. DQ Tau, Basri et al. 1997; AK
Sco, Alencar et al. 2003). By contrast, the well-separated com-
ponents seen in CoRoT 223992193 could enable us to probe ac-
cretion/outflow on each star separately. However, we need higher
spectral resolution data to investigate the details of the Hα pro-
files and make robust statements.
4.2. Activity correction to the estimated stellar radii and
temperatures
In Paper 1, we modelled the light and radial velocity curves of
CoRoT 223992193 to obtain radii of Rpri = 1.30±0.04 R and
Rsec = 1.11+0.04−0.05 R, along with corresponding effective tempera-
ture estimates of Tpri ∼ 3700K and Tsec ∼ 3600 K from the sys-
tem’s SED. Given that photometric and spectroscopic activity is
seen in CoRoT 223992193, it is possible that the radii are inflated
and the effective temperatures suppressed. Stassun et al. (2012)
provide an empirical correction for activity effects on the radii
and temperatures of low-mass stars using Hα luminosity and
equivalent width. Using our estimate of the (chromospheric) Hα
emission for each star, the empirical Stassun et al. correction pre-
dicts that the radii of the primary and secondary stars are inflated
by 9.3±3.8 and 8.3±3.6 %, and the temperatures suppressed by
4.3±1.5 and 3.9±1.4 %, respectively. Applying these corrections
would give activity-corrected radii of Rpri = 1.19±0.05 R and
Rsec = 1.02±0.06 R and temperatures of Tpri ∼ 3850K and Tsec
∼ 3750 K.
4.3. Search for other emission lines
In order to obtain more information on the origins of the Hα
emitting material we searched for emission lines within the
wavelength range, 3630 – 7170 Å, covered by the three FIES
spectra. These lines were Hα, Hβ (4681 Å), HeI (5876 Å),
and the forbidden emission lines OIII (4959 Å and 5007 Å),
OI (6300 Å and 6364 Å), NII (6548 Å and 6584 Å) and SII
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(6717 Å and 6731 Å). The emission line profiles are shown in
Fig. 129. We note that the structure of the Hα profile matches the
FLAMES spectra. We find tentative evidence for Hβ emission
associated with the primary star, most clearly seen on the middle
night (5th January). Unfortunately, the low S/N of the FIES spec-
tra at 4860 Å prevented us from performing a thorough analysis
of the Hβ line profile. Higher S/N spectra are needed to make
meaningful statements about the system’s Hβ profile. We did not
find evidence for emission associated with either star in any of
the forbidden emission lines; we see only nebula emission.
5. Photometric and spectroscopic consistency
5.1. v sin i estimation
Assuming our spot periods represent the rotation periods of the
two stars implies rotational velocities of order ∼14–20 km s−1
for the two stars. The FLAMES resolution is ∼17 km s−1, which
is unlikely to be able to robustly resolve the rotational veloci-
ties of the two stars. However, FIES has a resolving power of
∼12 km s−1, which is sufficient. The v sin i of both stars were
determined from the three FIES spectra by cross-correlating a
slowly rotating M2 spectral standard star (observed with FIES
in the same setup) with each of the observed spectra for differ-
ent rotational broadenings. Analysis of the height and contrast
of the CCF stellar peaks implies the same v sin i for both stars
of between 17–19 km s−1. Taking account of the different stellar
radii, this corresponds to rotation periods of 3.5–3.9 days for the
primary star and 3.0–3.3 days for the secondary star, which given
the v sin i uncertainties and limitations of the spot modelling, is
consistent with the spot-derived periods. The primary star rota-
tion is consistent with synchronisation and the secondary star
rotation is slightly supersynchronous.
5.2. Seeking evidence of spot modulation in VLT/FLAMES
spectra
Four of the VLT/FLAMES spectra were taken simultaneous with
the CoRoT/Spitzer observations. We sought additional evidence
for the spot origin of the large scale optical photometric variabil-
ity through a bisector span analysis of the Li 6708 Å absorption
lines in the four simultaneous spectra. Assuming our spot peri-
ods do represent the rotation periods of the two stars, and given
the combination of the FLAMES resolution being ∼17 km s−1
and the spectra having S/N ∼22–26, we did not expect to see un-
ambiguous signs of the spots in the bisector spans, and indeed
we do not. This does not mean that spots are not responsible for
the large scale variations but simply that the FLAMES data do
not possess the resolution and S/N required to unambiguously
prove their presence.
5.3. Correlation between the photometric and spectroscopic
variability
There does not appear to be a correlation between the photomet-
ric and spectroscopic variability. Four Hα profiles taken at rHJD
(phase) = 5915.7 (0.882), 5917.7 (0.411), 5918.7 (0.663) and
5922.7 (0.700) were simultaneous with the 2011/2012 CoRoT
and Spitzer photometry. The strength of the stellar component of
the Hα emission does not appear to correspond to either optical
9 The OI (6300 Å and 6364 Å) emission feature is dominated by Earth
airglow and is therefore not shown.
or IR continuum flux levels, or variations. This lack of correla-
tion does not appear to be an artefact, e.g. the profile at phase
= 0.882 shows the smallest stellar emission amplitudes but was
taken at the highest S/N (26 as opposed to 22 for the rest).
5.4. Correlation between binary orbital phase and the
spot-corrected photometric and spectroscopic Hα
variations
In other young binary systems that actively accrete from cir-
cumbinary disks, the accretion-related photometric and spectro-
scopic line variations phase with the binary orbit, being typi-
cally brightest/strongest around periastron passage in eccentric
systems (e.g. DQ Tau: Mathieu et al. 1997; Basri et al. 1997
and UZ Tau E: Jensen et al. 2007). Given the circular orbit of
CoRoT 223992193, and theoretical predictions that the strength
of phase-dependent accretion-related variations should diminish
with decreasing eccentricity (e.g. Artymowicz & Lubow 1996),
it is not clear that we should see strong phase-dependent varia-
tions in this system. However, more recent 3D magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) simulations show that an eccentric inner disk can
exist around an equal mass binary on a circular orbit and that the
accretion streams are not stable structures (Shi et al. 2012). We
therefore investigated the dependence of a) the residuals of our
spot model and b) the stellar Hα emission profiles on the binary
orbital phase.
The top and middle panels of Figure 13 show the phase-
folded residuals of the 2008 CoRoT and the 2011/2012 CoRoT
and Spitzer spot models, respectively. The 2008 residuals do
not display an obvious dependence on the binary orbit. How-
ever, the 2011/2012 residuals do appear to show a tentative
phase-dependence, with peaks in flux occurring around primary
and secondary eclipses (phases 0 and ±0.5, respectively). These
are perhaps most clearly seen in the Spitzer bands, as might
be expected given their redder bandpasses. Inspection of the
2011/2012 time-series suggests that the observed peaks around
primary and secondary eclipse are driven by variations seen in
only a few orbits: if this apparent phase-dependence is due to
accretion-related processes, they are non-steady and low-level.
Given this, and the simplified nature of our spot model, it is dif-
ficult to be conclusive without a longer temporal baseline to as-
sess the significance of the phasing of the observed peaks. An-
other structure that is apparent in the 2011/2012 phase-folded
residuals is the aforementioned short-duration flux dip preced-
ing secondary eclipse (phase∼0.4), which is visible in all three
bands.
We also investigated the phase-dependence of the FLAMES
Hα profiles. We calculated the full width at 10% intensity
(FW10) of the stellar emission components from the model de-
scribed in section 4.1 where the widths of the stellar Gaussians
were allowed to vary. The bottom panel of Fig. 13 shows the
primary and secondary FW10s as a function of binary orbital
phase. The FW10 of the primary appears relatively constant at
∼200 km s−1 while the secondary star shows significantly more
variation, ranging from ∼200-350 km s−1 with peaks of ∼500
and 400 km s−1 close to primary and secondary eclipses, respec-
tively. It is encouraging that there appears to be a similar struc-
ture between the residual photometric 2011/2012 variations in
the Spitzer bands and the secondary star Hα profiles: i.e. peaks
in brightness and increases in FW10 around primary and sec-
ondary eclipses10. However, two points are worth noting: i) as
10 We note that the 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer light curves, and the
FLAMES Hα observations were taken contemporaneously.
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Fig. 12. Emission line profiles observed with NOT/FIES. Left to right: the permitted emission lines Hα, Hβ and HeI, and the forbidden emission
doublets OIII, NII and SII. Top to bottom: the three consecutive nights of observations.The phase and time of each observation are given in the Hα
panels.
previously mentioned, the FW10s are calculated from a sin-
gle Gaussian fit to each stellar emission profile whereas, if we
are detecting evidence of non-steady, low-level accretion in the
FW10 changes, each stellar profile should more realistically be
modelled with both a narrow and broad Gaussian, as chromo-
spheric emission will still be present11; and ii) the uncertainty
on the FW10s is expected to increase around primary and sec-
ondary eclipses due to the stellar components being closer in
velocity. To asses whether the FW10 values are in fact tracing
the higher velocity emission, as opposed to the strength of the
chromospheric Hα emission, we also computed the equivalent
width (EW) of each stellar component and found them to be in-
sensitive to the binary orbital phase. Typical EW values for the
primary and secondary stars lay in the ranges 1.5–3 and 1–2.5
Å, respectively12.
The significance of flux peaks and line broadening around
the stellar eclipses, and the presence of short-duration flux dips
preceding secondary eclipse (phase∼0.4; see Fig. 13, middle
panel) are discussed in section 6 where we present a model of
the inner regions of the binary system.
6. Investigating the origin of the short-duration flux
dips
In section 3 we sought to understand how much of the out-of-
eclipse (OOE) variability could be attributed to starspots and
found that the large scale structure in the system’s 2008 and
2011/2012 optical light curves is consistent with the constructive
and destructive interference of starspot signals at two slightly
different periods. However, the residuals of our spot models
show short-timescale variations that are not consistent with spot
modulation and which show a tentative correlation with binary
11 This possibly explains why the profile at phase 0.663 do not appear
to show a large FW10: the fit is dominated by the strong, central chro-
mospheric component of the profile.
12 The sole exception is the profile at phase=0.663, which displays EWs
of ∼ 3.5 and 5 Å for the primary and secondary stars, respectively.
orbital phase, displaying peaks in IR flux around primary and
secondary eclipse. These residual variations could arise from
accretion-related processes and/or variable dust emission and
obscuration. With respect to dust obscuration, the 2011/2012
CoRoT, 3.6 and 4.5 µm light curves all display simultaneous,
short-duration flux dips preceding secondary eclipse (orange
points, Fig. 7 and phase∼0.4 in Fig. 13, middle panel). These
dips are not a permanent feature but are seen in four of the six
orbital periods over which we have simultaneous photometry.
There are also hints of much broader and shallower dips preced-
ing primary eclipses, but these are harder to identify as they do
not show such a disparate morphology to the large scale varia-
tions, although the dip at rHJD∼5923 clearly shows a non-spot
colour signature. In this section, we seek to identify the physical
origin of the short-duration flux dips.
In an accreting binary, accretion streams are thought to flow
from the circumbinary disk, through the corotating Lagrangian
points, and onto the stars (e.g. de Val-Borro et al. 2011). A possi-
ble explanation for the flux dips could be that, as we are viewing
the system close to edge on (i ∼ 85°), these accretion streams
partially occult one or both stars at certain phases of the binary
orbit. In such a scenario, the accretion stream onto the primary
could occult the binary before the primary star passes in front
of the secondary, which would give dips preceding secondary
eclipse, as observed. Similarly, the accretion stream onto the
secondary could produce flux dips preceding primary eclipse.
However, Shi et al. (2012) find that a single dominant stream
develops in 3D MHD simulations of an equal-mass binary and
de Val-Borro et al. (2011) find that mass is preferentially chan-
nelled towards the primary star in 2D hydrodynamic simula-
tions for a non-equal mass system. In the scenario where the
accretion stream onto the primary is dominant, this would cause
stronger dips preceding secondary eclipse than for primary, as
observed. It is important to note that the amount of dust in accre-
tion streams required to give short duration flux dips would not
necessarily drive strong accretion, consistent with what we ob-
serve. Indeed, Bozhinova et al. (2016) find evidence for variable
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Fig. 13. Correlation between binary orbital phase and the spot-corrected
photometric, and spectroscopic Hα, variations. Top: residuals of the
2008 spot model folded at the binary orbital period. The dark and
light vertical grey bands around phases 0.0 and ±0.5 indicate the phase
and duration of primary and secondary eclipses, respectively. Mid-
dle: same as top but for the 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer residuals
(black points, CoRoT; cyan triangles, Spitzer 3.6 µm; and magenta stars,
Spitzer 4.5 µm). Bottom: Full width at 10% intensity of the primary and
secondary Hα emission components folded at the binary orbital period
(red points and blue stars, respectively).
extinction in young M dwarfs that do not possess IR excesses
suggesting that very little dust is required to produce significant
extinction signatures.
To ascertain whether accretion streams could cause the short-
duration flux dips seen in CoRoT 223992193, we set up a simple
model of the binary system. We simulate the innermost regions
of the circumbinary disk and the accretion flow in the central
cavity with a custom-written particle code. To do this, we set up
a ring of particles in Keplerian rotation around the binary centre
of mass at an arbitrary distance beyond the circumbinary disk’s
theoretical inner edge (i.e. >0.1 AU).
We then give each particle a small radial velocity to force
them to enter the cavity; this mimics turbulent processes in the
disk that would cause particles to lose angular momentum and
accrete onto the binary (Shi et al. 2012). Each particle is sub-
ject to the gravitational potential from the stars, but we ignore
pressure effects. This is a good approximation within the cavity
because the density is very low, as has been confirmed by hydro-
dynamical simulations, which find that the motion of particles
within the cavity is essentially ballistic. However, we note that
hydrodynamical effects are important in the denser circumbinary
disk and that our model will not capture these details. Nonethe-
less, our model is valid for analysing the accretion streams,
which is our aim. Once a particle enters the cavity it can either
be accreted onto one of the stars or accelerated onto a trajec-
tory that sends it back into the circumbinary disk. In the latter
case, we assume that the shock upon impact with the circumbi-
nary disk circularises the particle’s orbit and we therefore reset
its velocity to the Keplerian value, with a small inward drift.
A snapshot of the resulting accretion flow is shown in Fig. 14
in a frame co-rotating with the binary and centred on its centre of
mass. The black crosses represent the positions of the particles
and the red squares the position of the two stars, with the primary
on the left. The red circles delimit rings in which, in principle,
particles could be trapped in Keplerian motion around each of
the stars, forming circumstellar disks. For each ring, the inner
circle lies at the sublimation radius, within which no amorphous
grains of dust can exist, and the outer circle corresponds to the
radius at which circumstellar disks are tidally truncated by the
other star (roughly one third of the binary separation: Paczynski
1977; Papaloizou & Pringle 1977). We have removed the parti-
cles that reach these rings, as we expect them to be continuously
channeled onto the stars by the stellar magnetic fields, but it is
plausible that some material exists in these rings. In our model,
the binary clears out a slightly eccentric cavity of radius ∼0.08–
0.1 AU (∼17–22 R). We note that this eccentricity is consistent
with 2D hydrodynamical and 3D MHD simulations (Hanawa
et al. 2010; Shi et al. 2012).
The easiest way to interpret Fig. 14 is to move ourselves
around the plot. Primary eclipse occurs when we look directly
from the right hand side of the plot (i.e. the secondary star on the
right lies in front of the primary star on the left) and we move
clockwise around the bottom until we are looking directly from
the left hand side, which corresponds to secondary eclipse. As
we do so, we see that as our line of sight moves around the bot-
tom left quadrant our view to the primary star passes through
the accretion stream onto the primary. Given the inclination and
system scale, simple geometry predicts that the primary accre-
tion stream would partially occult the primary star and its sur-
rounding material (assuming negligible scale height as expected
due to the low pressure). This obscuration could persist over the
∼90° in phase prior to secondary eclipse, which corresponds to
∼1 day and is consistent with the typical duration of the obscu-
ration events.
The model presented here has also been used to study emis-
sion from the inner edge of circumbinary discs and has been ap-
plied to CoRoT 223992193 (Terquem & Papaloizou 2016). In
addition, Terquem et al. (2015) present 2D isothermal hydro-
dynamical simulations of CoRoT 223992193. They find that the
inclination and system geometry allow for the stars to be ob-
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Fig. 14. Snapshot of the accretion flow structure in the corotating frame
of the binary, as output from our particle model. The red squares in-
dicate the locations of the primary and secondary stars (left and right,
respectively) and the black crosses show the locations of particles in the
circumbinary disk and the accretion streams onto the two stars. The red
circles delimit the inner and outer edges of where dust could reside in
circumstellar disks: the inner edge represents the sublimation radius for
each star and the outer edge the radius at which the disks are truncated
by the other star. The binary clears out a slightly eccentric cavity of
radius ∼0.08–0.1 AU (∼17–22 R).
scured by dust in the very inner regions of the system. For a
given system scale, there is a fine balance between an inclination
that is too high, such that the circumbinary disk obscures both
stars completely, and too low, such that no obscuration occurs;
CoRoT 223992193 lies between these two options, giving stars
that are visible but which can be partially (and time-variably) ob-
scured due to the non-axisymmetric nature of the binary geome-
try. With material in the inner regions of the system, the general
variations seen in the residuals of our 2011/2012 spot models
(Figs. 7, 9 and 13) can be understood as arising from variable ob-
scuration and emission (the latter because this material would be
close to the sublimation temperature of T ∼ 1500 K and there-
fore contributing to the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands). As our simple
model does not capture the full complexity of the system it is
difficult to be more quantitative. Indeed, in the 3D MHD sim-
ulations of Shi & Krolik (2015), structures in the circumbinary
disk appear more complicated than in hydrodynamical simula-
tions and it is not unreasonable to expect a similar complexity
within the cavity for this system.
While our model is very simple, we have shown that the ex-
pected accretion flow geometry in the cavity of the circumbinary
disk can reproduce short-duration flux dips before secondary
eclipse not unlike those seen in the CoRoT and Spitzer light
curves. The accretion flow shown in Fig. 14 is very similar to
that obtained by Hanawa et al. (2010), who perform hydrody-
namical simulations of a binary with a mass ratio similar to
CoRoT 223992193. We therefore note that simple particle mod-
els, such as we describe here, can offer a useful alternative to
computationally expensive simulations when investigating low-
density phenomena, such as accretion streams in binary systems.
Finally, we return to the observed increases in IR photomet-
ric flux and Hα FW10 around primary and secondary eclipses.
It may be possible to explain these in the context of the above
model. When the two stars align along the line of sight (i.e. at
eclipse), the accretion streams also broadly align. Peaks in IR
photometric flux, therefore, could arise from the reprocessing of
stellar irradiation by material in the accretions streams, which
would appear brighter when a stream points towards us. The in-
creases in Hα FW10 can also be understood in a similar sense
because when material in the accretion streams flows towards
(away) from the observer any emission will be blue (red) shifted,
thereby increasing the width of accretion-sensitive lines such as
Hα.
7. Conclusions and future work
CoRoT 223992193 is the only known low-mass, pre-main se-
quence eclipsing binary to show evidence of a circumbinary
disk. In seeking to understand what physical processes drive the
observed photometric variability, we have shown that the large
scale structure in the system’s optical CoRoT light curves is
broadly consistent with the constructive and destructive interfer-
ence of starspot signals at two slightly different periods. Using
the v sin i of both stars, we interpret this as the two stars hav-
ing slightly different rotation periods: the primary is consistent
with synchronisation and the secondary rotates slightly super-
synchronously. Modelling the simultaneous 2011/2012 CoRoT
and Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm light curves indicates that additional
variability is present, most notably in the Spitzer bands. There
appears to be a tentative correlation between this additional vari-
ability and the binary orbital phase, with the system displaying
increases in its IR flux around primary and secondary eclipse.
Given that the system’s SED requires the presence of dust in the
central cavity of the circumbinary disk, we investigated the ef-
fect of variable dust emission as well as dust obscuration and find
that the remaining variability is consistent with a combination of
these two phenomena.
Analysis of 15 medium resolution Hα profiles spread
throughout the binary orbit reveal an emission component as-
sociated with each star. The majority of this is consistent with
chromospheric emission but some profiles also display higher
velocity emission. This emission could be due to prominences,
although we note that half of the secondary emission compo-
nents display full widths at 10% intensity > 270 km s−1, which
can also be interpreted as having an accretion-related origin.
Similarly, simultaneous u and r-band photometry obtained the
month after the CoRoT and Spitzer observations reveal a short-
lived u-band excess consistent with either a stellar flare or an ac-
cretion hot spot. We need simultaneous, multiple emission line
observations at high resolution to break the degeneracy between
chromospheric and any accretion-related processes.
The 2011/2012 CoRoT and Spitzer light curves revealed
short-duration flux dips that precede secondary eclipse (i.e. they
occur broadly in phase with the binary orbit). We constructed
a simple model of the binary and find that the accretion stream
onto the primary star could partially obscure light from the cen-
tral binary at the observed phases.
Determining the physical origins of photometric and spec-
troscopic variability in young binary systems is difficult due to
the geometric complexity and hence many potential sources of
variability. Even with high-precision photometry and medium-
resolution spectroscopy we cannot unambiguously disentangle
the different signals. To do so would require high-precision
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multi-band photometry with simultaneous high-resolution spec-
troscopic monitoring of multiple emission lines.
While low-mass, accreting binary systems have been the fo-
cus of much study, e.g. V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau, this is the first
such system containing an eclipsing binary. The photometric
and spectroscopic variations of CoRoT 223992193 are consis-
tent with the picture of two active stars possibly undergoing non-
steady, low-level accretion; the system’s very high inclination
provides a new view of such variability. We hope to improve our
understanding of this system in the future by obtaining multi-
epoch monitoring of a range of emission lines. Looking to the
future, the Kepler/K2 mission is observing a number of nearby
star forming regions and young open clusters, and could discover
similar, brighter objects that can shed further light on the pro-
cesses driving variability in young binary systems.
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